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AMatch the correct lane to the reason for its name. 

B A 

this is where many children laugh, play 
and have fun 

1. Lane of Friendship 

2. Lane of Magic this is where Nani's old friend lives 

watching the cats and dogs drink milk 

here makes Nani happy 
3. Lane of Treasures 

4. Lane of Happiness it has the market where everything is sold 

5. Lane of Mischief this lane is covered in flowers, and looksS 
like a magic carpet 



Match the sentences with the correct places. 

1. We come here to watch football and cricket matches. mall 

2. My family and I come here on Sundays to buy things or 

watch films. Sometimes we eat here too. city 

3. My family, friends and I live here. My school is also here. hospital 

4. I come here to read or borrow books. stadium 

5. My family and I come here when we are sick. We see 

doctors and nurses here. library 



Writing completing the paragraph 
Vikas has a lot of fun at the park. Look at the pictures. 
Then, complete the paragraph. 

1 2 3 

5 6 

Vikas and Nani are at the park. Vikas nlavs en the sile 

He then plauc with a (at kitteng 

a.balloon For VikaS_ He is very happy. Then, Vikas sits down and 

Nani buyySs 

Keads hisLnenic book_After a while, he gets hungry. Nani and 

Vikas at ice- Creams_ They relax for some time, Then, they 

walk 


